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Abstract: During the 2011 nuclear catastrophe at Fukushima Daiichi, Unit 3 had a sharper increase in
containment pressure than Unit 2, with thermal stratification of the suppression pool cited as one of
the contributing factors. In the present work, the buoyancy-induced circulation consequent to steam
condensation in a large, toroidal pool of water is studied using computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
simulations with a view to understanding the role of important design parameters of the suppression
pool system. The tunnelling phenomenon observed in the development of the thermal stratification
process is delineated in terms of the establishment of a thermocline. The effects of the number of
steam injection points and the cross-section of the pool on thermal stratification characteristics have
been investigated through a number of case studies. In all the cases, the surface temperature, which
is responsible for over-pressurization of the containment, is found to be significantly higher than the
bulk pool temperature. Multiple injection points with the same overall steam flow rate are found
to lead to higher surface temperatures due to a shortened circulation path. For the same volume of
pool water, the simulations show that a deeper and narrower pool gives rise to significantly higher
temperatures than a wider and shallower pool. This is attributed to the relatively deeper penetration
of the buoyancy-induced circulation into the pool.

Keywords: nuclear reactor safety; suppression pool; thermal stratification; containment overpressurization;
CFD simulations

1. Introduction

As part of the defence-in-depth philosophy of ensuring safety, a nuclear reactor is
equipped with many barriers to prevent and limit the escape of radioactive fission products
in the case of a hypothetical accident. The containment vessel serves as the last line of
defence against the leakage of radioactive fission products into the environment. Main-
taining the containment’s integrity is of the utmost significance, and numerous designed
safety features are included in the reactor for its safety. The suppression pool (SP), which is
located inside the containment vessel, provides a means of condensing steam produced by
decay heat in an accident scenario and scrubbing fission products carried over by it. It also
thereby serves to minimise pressure rise inside the containment vessel.

The Fukushima Daiichi nuclear reactors were impacted by the Great East Japan
Earthquake and the tsunami on March 11, 2011. Following this, reactor Units 1–3 (from now
on, a nuclear reactor will be referred to as a unit) lost both DC and AC power, triggering
a chain of events that culminated in the release of radioactivity into the environment
following the breach of the ultimate barrier. During the station blackout transient phase
faced by Units 2 and 3, steam was released into the suppression pool through blowdown
pipes or spargers of the reactor core isolation and cooling (RCIC) system. The steam
vigorously condensed in the suppression pool, transferring its latent heat to the massive
water surrounding the blowdown pipe/sparger. Throughout the accident transient, it was
noticed that the primary containment vessel (PCV) pressure in Unit 3 was steeper than in
Unit 2 during the first twelve hours of RCIC operation [1].
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To comprehend the various reasons for the pressure variation, a number of numerical
and experimental analyses were conducted. One of the explanations given for the modest
pressure increase in Unit 2 was the tsunami-inundated torus chamber [2]. However, the
inundation is often modelled as being gradual, reaching its maximum water level around
30 h after the scram [3]. The second explanation was linked to the disparities in the
RCIC pipe input in the suppression pool and the duration of operation of the safety relief
valves [3]. Although Units 2 and 3 were twin units, Unit 2 had a blowdown pipe with a
vertically downward single injection, whilst Unit 3 had a multi-hole sparger leading to
horizontal injection. It is hypothesised [3,4] that the horizontal multi-injection sparger was
responsible for the temperature stratification in Unit 3.

Recognising the importance of thermal stratification in the suppression pool is essential
for reactor safety for several reasons. In the BSAF study, researchers determined that
disregarding thermal stratification led to a 160 kPa underestimation of the maximum
pressure [1]. During stable thermal stratification, the free surface is at a higher temperature
than the water in the bulk pool. Since the partial pressure of steam in the air space
corresponds to the vapour pressure of the surface water, the higher surface temperature
under thermal stratification results in a higher containment pressure than if the pressure
were estimated using the bulk temperature. Moreover, during the stratification, the water at
depth may remain substantially more subcooled, and may thus constitute a dead volume of
water that does not effectively participate in the heat evacuation process. Consequently, the
pool surface temperature may become much higher than anticipated and the containment
pressure might dangerously grow, jeopardising the integrity of the containment. Second,
under the assumption of a mixed pool, the available net positive suction head (NPSH)
for the RCIC pump (placed in the bottom area) would surpass sooner than in a thermally
stratified pool [1,5].

2. Literature Review and Objective

Since the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear catastrophe, significant experimental and theoreti-
cal research has been conducted on the thermal stratification phenomena in the suppression
pools. Experiments on steam condensation in subcooled water have been conducted
in various geometrical and operational scenarios, including pool designs and vent pipe
configurations. Direct contact condensation (DCC) of steam in subcooled water can be
broadly categorised into three regimes: (1) the chugging regime, (2) the jetting regime,
and (3) the bubbling regime. It is crucial to remember that the emergence or absence of
thermal stratification largely depends on the DCC regime surrounding the vent pipe or
sparger. The optimal pool depth is determined based on the prevalent pool parameters,
such as pool temperature and steam outflow. Several researchers focused their thermal
stratification studies on steam condensation regimes, such as complete condensation in
the pipe [6–8], chugging [5,7,9–11], jetting [12–16] and bubbling [4,17–20]. The impact of
type of condensation regime on the formation and disappearance of thermal stratification
has also been a topic of concern. All of the condensation maps have a common qualitative
feature: the presence of a stable condensation, in the form of a jet-like structure under
conditions of substantial steam mass flow. For very low steam mass flows, condensation
is predicted to occur entirely within the vent pipe, where unstable circumstances charac-
terised by cyclic oscillations (i.e., oscillation condensation) and rapid bubble collapse are
usual. Several pool layouts have been studied: rectangular [17,18,21,22], the cylindrical
pools of the PANDA [23], POOLEX [7,24–26], and PUMA [27] facilities, toroidal [4,28],
and trapezoidal [11]. Downward injection blowdown pipes [3,17,18,28,29], horizontal
injection [11,30], vertical upward injection [31], and multi-hole spargers [3,4] are among the
vent pipe configurations that have been studied. Consequently, many factors, including the
pool’s internal mixing, the quencher’s design and location, and the pool’s size and shape
have all been proposed to have a role in the degree to which stratification occurs and the
pressure transient it causes in the SP air space.
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In addition, both sub-atmospheric [4,17,18] and above-atmospheric pressure [5,20]
tests have been conducted. Jo et al. [4] originally depressurised the torus to 15 kPa (abs)
to prevent the torus from being pressured due to the temperature rise and to reduce the
duration of the experiment. Solom and Kirkland [5] evaluated stratification in the TAMU
suppression pool and noticed that when the pool was vented to the outdoors, vertical
thermal stratification was limited to 21 ◦C, but a closed airspace resulted in stratification at
over 60 ◦C. Liu et al. [20] found that thermal stratification increased with vessel pressure
under the same steam mass flux condition in a cylindrical tank with varying mass flux
(1–3 bar). In addition, they developed a correlation for the dimensionless thermocline
down velocity as a function of the Richardson number.

Using system-level codes to represent the whole reactor behaviour to the initiating
event, a number of research efforts into thermal stratification have been conducted [6,8,29].
Codes such as MELCOR, TRACE and RELAP5 (except for GOTHIC) assume a well-
mixed/homogenous pool [6]. Li et al. [29] used GOTHIC with the effective heat source
(EHS) and effective momentum source (EMS) models to simulate thermal stratification and
mixing. Their computational models quantified the pool’s transient behaviour and found
that the predicted average temperature and water level in the pool agreed with their exper-
iments. Cavaluzzi et al. [6] developed a stratified wet well model using the RELAP-7 code
for a complete steam condensation blowdown pipe scenario. They presumed a buoyant
plume transferred heat and mass from the steam injection site to the overlying water zone
slowly with limited momentum and established that the flow structure resulting from steam
injection and condensation at low mass flux could be described by a pure buoyant plume
model. Gallego-Marcos et al. [8] employed enhanced EHS/EMS models in the GOTHIC
code to simulate steam injection through blowdown pipes in low-steam-mass-flow regimes.
They constructed scaled correlations to determine chugging momentum and anticipate
condensation transitions.

Moreover, several researchers have conducted numerical investigations with com-
putational fluid dynamics (CFD) tools wherein fluid motion and allied phenomena such
as turbulence, heat and mass transfer, and chemical reactions are resolved over a fine
scale, both spatially and temporally. Pioneering work in this field was accomplished via
the SCR approach [13,14]. Kang and Song [13] considered an axisymmetric CFD design
and compared simulated predictions to B and C test results. They conducted a 30-second
numerical study for a thermal mixing experiment using the SCR model for steam jet con-
densation for a multi-hole sparger. Comparing the CFD findings to the test data revealed
a satisfactory agreement within a variation range of 7–8% and attributed the disparity
between the temperature and velocity of condensed water in the SCR model to that of
actual values. Moon et al. [14] utilised the SCR model to study IRWST thermal mixing using
CFD simulations and found that there is a significant disparity in temperature profiles near
the sparger; however, away from the sparger, temperature increase patterns approximated
the experiment.

In addition, reduced-scale 3D CFD simulations were conducted utilising the effec-
tive heat/momentum source (EHS/EMS) approach [11,32] or the two-phase Eulerian
method [11]. Gallego-Marcos et al. [32] augmented the EHS/EMS model capabilities
to include steam injection via multi-hole spargers and calibrated the model against the
spargers test conducted in the PPOOLEX and PANDA facilities. They also presented CFD
modelling recommendations for realistic pool simulation and a unique relationship to
represent buoyancy-caused turbulence generation and dissipation. Their analysis showed
that turbulence, not mean shear flow, degrades the cold stratified layer. Qu et al. [11]
predicted the temperature distribution inside a 1/400th scaled-down suppression pool of
ESBWR using the effective source (ES) approach and the direct contact condensation (DCC)
method. They examined fluid velocity distribution and discovered that stratification might
be prevented by relocating the injection position downward. They suggested that both
approaches could detect thermal stratification in the pool, but only the DCC method could
detect the transition between mixing and stratification.
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In addition, research [21,33] has demonstrated the influence of non-condensable gas
on the development and erosion of thermal stratification. Cai et al. [21] investigated the
influence of non-condensable gas (0–24%) on thermal stratification in a rectangular slab-
shaped suppression pool. They discovered that nitrogen eliminated thermal stratification
in the suppression pool and a higher nitrogen mass flow rate did so quicker. Li et al. [33]
observed that air accelerated and worsened thermal stratification below 4% air mass fraction
but stopped it beyond 4%.

Further, this form of DCC of steam in the vast pool is not exclusive to Fukushima
Daiichi-type boiling water reactors (BWRs). It is also found in other reactors, such as the
SP of economic simplified boiling water reactors (ESBWRs), in-containment refuelling
water storage tanks (IRWST) in advanced pressurised water reactors (APWRs) [13], and
gravity-driven water pools (GDWP) in advanced pressurised heavy reactors (AHWR) [22],
for catering to the needs mentioned above.

The thermal stratification transient in the suppression pool generally happens over a
long period. During this later phase of this blowdown transient, the steam mass efflux from
the vent pipes would have reduced significantly [34]. Therefore, it can be assumed that
negligible momentum is introduced into the pool at low steam mass flow rates, and the
flow’s source can be considered as buoyancy dominant [6]. Further, even though the steam
condensation imparts a little momentum to the suppression pool in the circumferential
direction, in the present study, it is assumed that it has an insignificant effect on thermal
stratification that is generally expected in the vertical direction.

Further, the available literature on the CFD studies of thermal stratification of sup-
pression pools is mainly for cylindrical/rectangular geometries and does not accurately
represent the actual torus-shaped suppression pool present in the Fukushima Daiichi reac-
tor. Further, most of the literature discusses research findings considering forced convection
effects during steam injection. However, in the present study, the momentum source is
neglected, and only the effect of natural convection during the formation of thermal strati-
fication is considered, which should be valid for low-steam-flux conditions. Thus, in the
present study, a reduced-scale whole torus is considered for CFD simulations, and the
parametric influence of geometrical and operating conditions on the thermal stratification
characteristics of the suppression pool are discussed in this paper.

3. Numerical Modelling
3.1. Geometry Description

The Fukushima Daiichi is a BWR with Mark 1 containment, which consists of a drywell
resembling an inverted lightbulb and a toroidal suppression pool chamber. The suppression
pool has an inventory of 2980 m3 with a major diameter of 33.5 m and a minor diameter of
8.9 m. The reduced-scale torus has a main diameter of 1.5 m and a minor diameter of 0.4 m,
with a volume of 0.592 m3 when half-filled with water. The current study employs the
scaled-down suppression pool shape described in the literature [4]. The dimensions of the
torus and steam condensation region (SCR) in this study are shown in Figure 1. In addition,
a list of simulations performed in this study is provided in Table 1 as a simulation matrix.

Table 1. Simulation matrix employed in the current study.

Case Remarks and Simulation Inputs

A Mesh 1; Penetration length = 25 mm
B Mesh 2; Penetration length = 25 mm
C Mesh 3; Penetration length = 25 mm
D Mesh 3; Time step sensitivity; Penetration length = 25 mm

E Penetration length = 15 mm; Penetration length sensitivity.
VHF = X = 16.7 MW/m3; A = 1.0

F Penetration length = 10 mm; Penetration length sensitivity.
Base Case; VHF = X = 42.2 MW/m3; A = 1.0
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Table 1. Cont.

Case Remarks and Simulation Inputs

Parametric Influence (No. of heat sources)
G 2-heat sources
H 3-heat sources
I 4-heat sources

Parametric Influence (Aspect Ratio)
J AJ= 0.5AF
K AK= 2.0AF

Figure 1. A schematic of the torus and the steam condensation region where the volumetric heat flux
is imposed.

3.2. Case Set-Up and Mesh Sensitivity Study

In this investigation, simulations of thermal stratification were conducted using the
effective heat source (EHS) approach [7]. The EHS model was applied by introducing a
volumetric heat source of 42 MW/m3 as a single source equal to the latent heat of steam
condensation in the pool at a flow rate of 3.7 kg/hr. In addition, it was considered that
steam condenses instantly in the proximity of the sparger, and the zone where steam
entirely condenses is referred to as the steam condensation region (SCR) [7,14,32].

Using the ANSYS mosaic meshing tool, a mesh dominated by hexahedral elements,
thus having fewer faces and higher-quality cells, was generated. A study of grid indepen-
dence was carried out using meshes of 196,000, 512,000, and 930,000 cells with a 25 mm
steam penetration length. Typical meshes employed in the present study are given in
Figure 2.

The average cell size in the SCR area is 5 mm for coarse mesh and 2 mm for fine mesh.
Further, the torus area has an average cell size of 10 mm in a zone encompassing one-third
of the sparger and 20 mm in the remaining two-thirds with the coarser mesh (case A),
10 mm for the medium mesh (case B), and 8 mm for the fine mesh (case C). All meshes
maintained a minimum orthogonal cell quality of 0.5; for case C, over 99.8% and 97.9% of
the cells had an orthogonal cell quality of above 0.8 and 0.9, respectively. In addition, the
maximum observed skewness was 0.49, and 99.9% of the cells had skewness less than 0.3.

Figures 3 and 4 summarise simulation results used to study the effect of grid size
and time step size (Cases A to D of Table 1) on the predicted temperature variation at
selected points in the suppression pool. Figure 3a shows the variation with time in the pool
temperature at three locations (at heights of 200 mm (above the SCR), 150 mm (inside the
SCR), and 10 mm (below the SCR)); these points are placed 45 degrees counter-clockwise
from the sparger’s location) for different mesh and time step sizes. It can be seen that
the temperature evolution is substantially different at these three locations, and that the
predictions from different grids match very well over the first 300 s. Although there are
minor differences, the predictions over 1800 s show very similar dynamics at the three loca-
tions. Figure 3b displays the predicted temperature variation in various grids relative to the
finest grid (case D) at three sites for various heights, namely 10 mm, 150 mm, and 200 mm.
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As the grid is made finer, the relative temperature fluctuation (non-dimensionalised by
the maximum temperature variation predicted using the finest grid) is shown to decline
to less than 0.1 as time approaches 1800 s. Additionally, Figure 4 shows the predicted
thermocline at 1600 s. The temperature gradient on the line located diametrically opposite
the steam condensation zone ranged from 0.0232 to 0.0318 ◦C/mm as the mesh size became
finer, and the surface temperature differential was around 1.7 ◦C. In addition, previous
CFD research [32] on thermal stratification showed that a 12 mm cell size did not enhance
simulation results compared to 25 mm and 50 mm cells. Consequently, it appeared prudent
to continue subsequent computations with 930,000 cells (with an average cell size of 8 mm),
as any increase in the cell count would increase computational cost drastically with only a
marginal improvement in the predictions.

Figure 2. Various grids employed in the current study for mesh sensitivity, showing top views and
sectional view of the mesh.

For ascertaining the effect of time step, initially, a time step of 0.01 s was chosen for up
to 900 s, 0.05 s for 900 < t < 1000 s, and 0.1 s for 1000 < t < 1800 s for cases A–C. On a system
with eight cores and 128 GB of RAM, the simulation for a fine mesh took around 10 days to
complete. Later, a simulation (case D) was entirely run using a time step of 0.1 s. Using a
constant time-step (case D) of 0.1 s does not influence the observed temperature variation
as observed in Figure 3a; thus, a time step of 0.1 s was adopted for subsequent simulations.

Further simulations were also carried out to ascertain the effect of SCR penetration
length. For the sake of simplicity, the control volume of SCR was considered to be cylin-
drical [14], and the initial simulation was carried out with SCR extending up to 25 mm in
the radial direction. For the same steam flow rate, decreasing the volume of SCR would
increase the volumetric heat generation rate. As the volumetric heat flux did not increase
the temperature to unreal levels for a penetration length of 25 mm, a final value of 10 was
used to represent the realistic size of the steam condensation zone. It is seen from Figure 5
that the average surface temperature has hardly changed with varying penetration length,
whereas the estimated pool bulk temperature, as may be expected, is the same in all three
cases. As discussed in the literature [34], the macro-scale phenomena (i.e., pool dynamics
such as thermal stratification) depend on available pool volume, the submergence depth
of the sparger, and steam influx, and may not be much influenced by meso (i.e., sparger)
and micro (jet structure) scale phenomena. In addition, an SCR size of 10 mm is a plausible
assumption given that the bubble size in the investigations [4] ranged from 2 to 10 mm
and a previous CFD research [12] employed the penetration length as seven times the
injection diameter.
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Figure 3. (a) Space (grid) and time-step sensitivity study showing the temporal variation in tem-
perature at three points at different heights, viz. 10 mm, 150 mm, and 200 mm along with the
volume-averaged (VA) bulk temperature of the pool. (b) Non-dimensional temperature fluctuation
in various grids relative to the finest grid (case D) at three points for different heights viz. 10 mm,
150 mm, and 200 mm.

The governing equations of continuity, momentum, energy, and turbulent equations
are given in Equations (1)–(5), respectively. Equation (1) indicates mass conservation, and
momentum conservation is expressed by Equation (2), where p is the static pressure, τ is

the stress tensor, and ρ
→
g and

→
F are the gravitational and external body forces, respectively.

Additionally, the energy equation is provided by Equation (3), and the first two compo-
nents on the right-hand side of Equation (3) reflect, respectively, energy transfer owing to
conduction and viscous dissipation. In addition, Sh signifies the volumetric heat source
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resulting from steam condensation in the area around the sparger. Further, this work uses
the standard k-ε turbulence model to compute turbulent length and time scales. It relies
on model transport equations for turbulence’s kinetic energy (k) and dissipation rate (ε).
The model’s equations were developed utilising phenomenological concepts and empirical
data. This turbulent model is accurate, computationally efficient, and adaptable to diverse
turbulent flows. In these equations, Gk and Gb signify the creation of turbulent kinetic
energy due to the mean velocity gradients and buoyancy-induced turbulence. Addition-
ally, in compressible turbulence, YM represents the contribution of variable dilatation to
the overall dissipation rate. The default values of 1.44 and 1.92 are employed for model
constants C1ε and C2ε, respectively.

Figure 4. At 1600 s, a mesh sensitivity investigation shows thermocline variation at a position
opposed to the steam condensation zone. Cases A, B, and C represent various meshes employed in
the present work with decreasing coarseness. The shaded region shows the depth over which steam
condensation takes place and heat is generated to drive the buoyancy current.

Figure 5. Sensitivity study for the penetration length for the steam condensation region. The figure
shows the temporal variation in surface average and bulk average temperatures. Cases C, E and F
represent penetration lengths of 25 mm, 15 mm, and 10 mm, respectively.
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This study implements the following boundary conditions: The torus and sparger
outer walls are considered adiabatic walls with enforced no-slip boundary conditions. In
addition, the free surface of the torus is assumed to be a zero-shear wall with a convective
heat transfer coefficient of 4 W/m2C and exposed to an ambient temperature of 45 ◦C. In
addition, the heat production owing to steam condensation close to the sparger is imposed
as the volumetric heat flux in the steam condensation region (SCR).

The SIMPLE technique was utilised for solving pressure–velocity coupling in Ansys
Fluent [35]. The pressure and velocity are updated consecutively in this method, which is of
the segregated kind. In addition, second-order spatial discretisation schemes were utilised
for the pressure, momentum, turbulence and energy equations, and a second-order implicit
scheme was for the transient formulation. Except for the energy equation, all equations
(continuity, momentum, turbulence) were regarded as fully converged when the total of
scaled residuals was less than 10−5 and for energy when the sum of scaled residuals was
less than 10−8. The water properties used in the simulation are listed in Table 2.

∂ρ

∂t
+∇.(ρ

→
v ) = 0 (1)

∂(ρ
→
v )

∂t
+∇.(ρ

→
v
→
v ) = −∇p +∇.

(
µ∇τ

)
+ ρ
→
g +

→
F (2)

∂

∂t

ρ(e +
→
v

2

2
)

+∇.

ρ
→
v (h +

→
v

2

2
)

 = ∇.
(

ke f f∇T +
=
τ ij.
→
v
)
+ Sh (3)

∂(ρk)
∂t

+∇.(ρ
→
v k) = ∇.(Γk∇k) + Gk + Gb − ρε−YM + Sk (4)

∂(ρε)

∂t
+∇.(ρ

→
v ε) = ∇.(Γω∇ε) + C1ε

ε

k
(Gk + C3εGb)− C2ερ

ε2

k
+ Sε (5)

Table 2. Properties of water employed in the simulation.

Property Value

ρ,
[
kg/m3] 997.1

Cp, [J/(kg.K)] 4182
k, [W/(m.K)] 0.6
µ, [kg/(m.s)] 0.001003

β,
[
K−1] 0.0002594

The variation in density with temperature was modelled using the Boussinesq approx-
imation as shown in Equation (6). This assumption is based on the fact that, even though
the temperature-induced density change is small, the density fluctuation is strong enough
to generate buoyant motion. With the exception of the buoyancy factor in the momen-
tum equation, the fluctuation in density is thus disregarded everywhere. The Boussinesq
approximation is valid if |β(T − Tre f )| � 1.

ρ = ρre f (1− β∆T) (6)

3.3. Validation

The current work has been validated in light of the tunnelling behaviour exhibited in
the suppression pools [4,34,36,37], which is discussed in detail in the following section. The
current analysis focuses on comparison with the measured time-dependent temperature
variation at TT1 locations [4]. The predicted temporal variation in temperature at a location
inside the SCR plane, one directly below the SCR, and one far away from the SCR are
compared with experimental data [4] in Figure 6. As per predictions, at around 230 s, the
temperature rises dramatically at points located at heights (from the bottom) of 150 mm and
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100 mm, which may be ascribed to the hot, buoyant plume propagating over the torus and
reaching the points at these locations. The temperature at the distant location with a height
of 10 mm from the bottom does not exhibit this rise and stays virtually constant. Further,
by the late time of 1800 s, as will be shown later, the flow pattern is usually stabilised, and
the subsequent temperature change at a given place is nearly linear. The comparison of the
predicted variation with experimental data in Figure 6 shows a good qualitative trend at all
the three locations. There is some discrepancy in the quantitative values. The following
points may account for the difference between experiments and simulations: firstly, the
specific coordinates of TT1 sites are unknown; in Figure 6, the comparison is made for
a point located at 45◦ circumferentially relative to the mid-plane of the volumetric heat
source. Secondly, in the experiments, the initial bulk temperature was not uniform, and had
a temperature variation in the order of 1.5 ◦C, with the lowest temperature in the pool being
25.7 ◦C. In the present study, a constant initial pool temperature of 25 ◦C is assumed. These
differences may account substantially for the quantitative differences between experimental
data and the simulated data. This is further substantiated by a comparison of the predicted
and measured rates of increase in temperature at different locations. As can be seen in
Table 3, there is very good agreement in all the three cases, showing the essential dynamics
are captured sufficiently accurately.
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Table 3. Comparison of experimental and simulated temperature increase rates at different locations.

Point Height, (mm) dT
dt

∣∣∣∣
exp

, (◦C/s) [4] dT
dt

∣∣∣∣
sim

, (◦C/s)

150 0.0022 0.0026

100 0.0021 0.0022

10 5.2 × 10−4 5.5 × 10−5
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4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Tunnelling Effect

Due to volumetric heat generation equal to the rate of release of latent heat from
condensation of steam in the vicinity of the sparger (SCR), the water in the SCR is warmer
than the surrounding water. This temperature differential causes buoyant plumes to rise
to the pool’s surface from the SCR. Once the heated plume reaches the top free surface, it
spreads circumferentially in clockwise and counter-clockwise directions around the torus
until it reaches the other end. The temporal variations in temperature at points located cir-
cumferentially on the surface and 50 mm below the surface are shown in Figures 7a and 7b,
respectively. As and when the hot front reaches a particular location, there is an instant
spike in temperature. As seen in Figure 7a, the fronts intersect around 230 s in a place dia-
metrically opposite the heat source. This event is characteristic of the chimney/tunnelling
effect, as reported in the literature [37]. While the thermal fronts continue to propagate
circumferentially, the plume transfers heat to the surrounding cold water before their
collision, as seen in Figure 7a, and moves towards the sparger at a lower altitude, as seen
in Figure 7b. At a depth of 50 mm, there is hardly any rise in temperature until 230 s, but,
immediately after the fronts’ collision, the temperature sharply rises at 180◦, indicating the
front is moving downwards. As time progresses, it is seen that the temperature rises at the
sites (in the temporal sequence of 180◦, 160◦and 200◦, 120◦ and 240◦, 80◦ and 280◦) as the
thermal plume approaches the sparger, suggesting that the colder plume is returning to the
sparger and a flow pattern is being established.

Figure 7. Temporal variation in temperature at points located circumferentially: (a) on the surface of
the pool, (b) at a depth of 50 mm from the surface.
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The streamlines determine the observed circulation pattern during the transient simu-
lation when a stable flow pattern emerges. In addition to identifying the pool’s temperature,
the streamlines comprise markers indicating the direction of movement. In summary, the
facets of the tunnelling phenomenon consist of a heated plume rising from the region of
the sparger (Figure 8a), expanding circumferentially (Figure 8b,c), sinking at the opposite
ends of the sparger (Figure 8d), and returning to the sparger at a lower height (Figure 8e–j).
Even though this is a basic description, the established flow pattern is more complicated,
with several recirculation patterns and stagnant zones.

Figure 8. Streamlines in a torus emanating from the steam condensation zone, which is coloured
with respect to temperature. The facets of the tunnelling phenomenon consist of (a) a heated plume
rising from the region of the sparger, (b,c) expanding circumferentially, (d) sinking at the opposite
ends of the sparger, and (e–j) returning to the sparger at a lower height.
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4.2. Thermal Stratification Characteristics for Base Case

The thermal stratification characteristics for the base case, i.e., case F, have been
published earlier [38], and for easy reference these results are paraphrased in this study.

4.2.1. Average Temperature Distribution

Figure 9 depicts the average temperature distribution in the pool with regard to
elevation at different times. Throughout the 3600 s, the bottom-most zone, i.e., from
0 to 25 mm in elevation, saw just a 0.25 ◦C rise. This shows that the zone is not evacuating
heat during the buoyancy-induced convection process and might be deemed a stagnant
zone. In the highest zone, however, the temperature fluctuation is 13.15 ◦C, showing
that this zone actively participates in the circulation process. In addition, if the initial
pool temperature of 25 ◦C is considered, the surface temperature rose by 13.45 ◦C during
the same period. The dead volume can be defined in terms of the temperature rise that
it has undergone. If it is defined as the zone with less than a 20% rise in temperature
(∆T = 13.45 × 0.2 ≈ 2.7 ◦C) relative to the highest temperature difference (seen for free
surface: ∆T ≈ 13.5 ◦C), the dead volume may be detected up to an elevation of 0–75 mm
during the allotted period. (It may be noted that 2.7 ◦C corresponds to about 35% of the
well-mixed temperature rise and, thus, even in terms of the average amount of heating up,
the dead volume constitutes a considerable thermal inertia.) This dead volume represents
about 35% of the pool’s overall volume. In addition, a considerable temperature change is
detected in the zones between 75 and 200 mm, suggesting mixing.

Figure 9. Temporal variation in bulk average temperature with respect to the elevation ranges in the
pool for the base case (Case F).

4.2.2. Volume Fraction Distribution

This section discusses volume fraction distribution histograms using the analogy of
residence time distribution (RTD) in a non-ideal chemical reactor. In a perfect continuous
stirred tank reactor (CSTR), the effluent concentration is identical to the concentration
inside the reactor. Because of dead volumes (stagnant zones) in a realistic CSTR, certain
particles remain for more prolonged periods than others. Similarly, owing to thermal
stratification-induced mixing, only a portion of the pool participates in the heat removal
process, while the remainder does not.

Figure 10 depicts the volume fraction distribution for a specific temperature range,
from which the following conclusions may be drawn. After 3600 s, 31% of the pool water
volume had a temperature increase of less than 5 ◦C, which is 2/3 of the volume-averaged,
or well-mixed, pool temperature rise over this period. Secondly, much of the pool, or
34%, is between 30–35 ◦C. Similarly, at the end of the 3600 s, 30% of the water in the pool
is between 35 and 40 ◦C, and 69% is between 30 and 45 ◦C. In the temperature range of
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30–35 ◦C, a maximum volume fraction of 0.48 is found at 2820 s, falling to 0.41 after 3210 s.
This decline results from the volume percentage of water in the higher temperature zones
(35–40 ◦C) increasing with time. Additionally, water above 45 ◦C comprises less than 0.1%
of the pool. This may be attributable to the fact that the higher temperature zones (>45 ◦C)
are confined to SCRs with volumetric heat sources.

Figure 10. Temporal variation in volume fractions on a logarithmic scale with respect to the tempera-
ture range in the suppression pool for the base case (Case F). It can be seen that, at a time of 3600 s,
about 97% (or 0.31 + 0.34 + 0.33) of the pool volume is at a temperature lower than 40 ◦C.

Significant overheating of just the top layers of the pool water is a characteristic
signature of thermal stratification. Because the air in the containment vessel equilibrates
with this layer of water, significant evaporation and pressure rise in the containment may
thus occur as a result of thermal stratification.

4.3. Parametric Influence
4.3.1. Effect of Number of Steam Injection Points (Heat Sources)

This part explores the influence of the multiple injection points on the condensing
steam, which is modelled in the present study as multiple heat sources or steam condensing
regions spread around the torus. In the case of multiple heat sources, they are assumed
to be evenly spaced apart, and the total volumetric heat flux is conserved by dividing it
among the number of sources. Consequently, two balancing processes co-occur: first, a
drop in buoyant flux for a source, and second, a decrease in the per-capita volume of water
available to dissipate heat before colliding with an incoming thermal front.

Figure 11 compares the surface temperature (averaged for the entire gas–liquid in-
terface) evolution with time for the four cases, viz., F, G, H, and I, having one, two, three,
and four steam injection points, respectively. It can be seen from Figure 11 that, typically,
the surface temperature rises rapidly, plateaus for a brief period, starts decreasing, again
plateaus, and starts increasing again. In case F, one can clearly see a few cycles of this
behaviour before a pattern of linear increase occurs. In the other three cases with more
injection points and thus smaller source strength, this cyclical pattern can still be seen,
though with more rapidity as the number of sources increases. This pattern can be readily
attributed to the tunnelling effect and the consequent pattern of convective transport of
heat to the surface layer from the SCR. The initial rapid rise of the surface temperature
occurs as the freshly heated water rises to the surface and spreads circumferentially. As it
spreads, it also starts to lose heat by conduction to the lower layers. This eventually leads
to the plateauing. This continues as the surface fronts collide, dive deeper, and circulate
in the cooler waters to reach the SCR. Once the circulating water reaches the SCR, it can
again pick up heat and appear at the surface hotter than before. This process continues
with diminished strength due to the heating up of the top layers of the pool; after this, the
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temperature rise follows a linear path corresponding to the case where the water up to
some depth (see the thermocline in Figure 4) reaches a fairly constant value.

Figure 11. Temporal variation in average pool temperature and average surface temperature for one,
two, three, and four heat sources (cases F, G, H, and I), respectively.

The surface temperature rise pattern in cases G, H, and I needs to be seen in the above
context. Close examination of the curves in Figure 11 shows that each case follows a similar
pattern consistent with the above picture in two respects: decreasing source strength with
increasing number of sources leading to more muted effect (i.e., smaller amplitude) of
temperature oscillations, and shorter time of circulation with increasing number of sources
as the distance of traverse lessens. It is also evident from Figure 11 that, with multiple heat
sources, the surface temperature, after the initial tunnelling phase, decreases marginally
with an increased number of heat sources. The surface temperatures at the end of 3600 s
observed for the cases of one, two, three, and four heat sources (cases F, G, H and I) are
38.45, 42.35, 41.85, and 41.55 ◦C, respectively.

Figure 12a–d shows the streamlines emanating from the heat source at 3600 s, and the
temperature difference between the hottest (above the heat source) and coldest (farthest
location at the time of collision) points decreases with an increase in the number of sources.
The maximum temperature declined from 51 ◦C to 47 ◦C as the number of sources increased,
which is directly attributable to the reduction in the volumetric heat flow per source. The
temperature difference

(
∆Tsur f

)
decreased from 11 ◦C to 7 ◦C when the sources were

increased from two to four as the buoyant plume’s temperature decreased to about 40 ◦C
by the time of collision with an approaching front. Hence, this could be the reason for
lower surface temperatures with heat sources increased from two to four. However, when it
comes to a single source, though the maximum temperature on the surface is 54 ◦C as seen
in Figure 12a, it has a longer traversing length until collision and, therefore, can dissipate
more heat in the process, thereby reaching a substantially lower temperature of 36 ◦C. This
could be the reason for the lower surface temperature for a single source compared to
multiple heat sources.

Comparing the average temperatures with respect to elevation ranges (Figure 13),
we see that, for a single-heat-source case, the stagnant zone not participating in the heat
evacuation process is up to 75 mm elevation, whereas, for multiple heat sources, the
stagnant zone is up to 100 mm. Further, when the volume fraction distributions are
assessed at the end of 3600 s (Figure 14) for cases with multiple sources, about 50% of the
pool volume is with a <5 ◦C increase in temperature, compared to 31% of the pool volume
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in the single-source case, indicating a steeper thermal stratification in case of multiple
sources. About 34% of the pool is between 30 and 35 ◦C for a single heat source, whereas
less than 5% is in the same range for multiple heat sources. Similarly, by the end of the
3600 s, 35% and 49% are in the temperature range of 35 to 45 ◦C for a single source and
multiple sources, respectively.

Figure 12. Streamlines with markers emanating from volumetric heat sources at 3600 s for multiple
heat sources: (a) case F, (b) case G, (c) case H and (d) case I. Each case has four sub-figures in a
clockwise direction illustrating the makers travelling along the lines.

4.3.2. Effect of Aspect Ratio or Pool Cross-Section

The effect of aspect ratio is brought out in this section by varying the cross-sectional
width to the depth of the pool for the same amount of water volume in the pool. The
aspect ratio is the ratio of cross-sectional width to depth. For an aspect ratio of 0.5, the
cross-sectional width is reduced, and the depth is increased to preserve volume resulting
in a deeper and narrower pool. For an aspect ratio of 2.0, it is the depth that is reduced
at the expense of width resulting in a shallower and wider pool. The dimensions for
different cases are given in Table 4. Figure 15 displays the form of the geometry, as well as
temperature contours for these scenarios; Figure 16 shows the thermocline for the three
cases. It may be noted that, in all the three cases (F, J, and K), the same volumetric heat
source and submergence depth are maintained along with other simulation parameters.
Figure 15 shows that the quantity of water not participating in the heat evacuation process
is more significant in the case of a deeper pool or lower aspect ratio (case J) than in the
situation with a shallower pool (case K). It can be seen in Figures 15 and 16 that case
K’s lowest temperature is around 28 ◦C with a negligible dead zone, whereas case J’s
temperature rise is almost stagnant between 175 and datum level depths. Thus, the effect
of stratification is more pronounced in a deeper pool.

Table 4. Dimensions of the torus for aspect ratios of 1 (case F), 0.5 (case J), and 2.0 (case K).

Aspect Ratio, (a/d ) 1 0.5 2

Volume (mm3) 1.89 × 108 1.89 × 108 1.89 × 108

a, mm 200.00 141.42 282.84

d, mm 200.00 282.84 141.42
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Figure 13. Temporal variation in bulk average temperature with respect to the elevation ranges in the
pool for number of heat sources: (a) two (Case G), (b) three (Case H), and (c) four (Case I), which are
separated by 180◦, 120◦, and 90◦ respectively. Free surface temperature is area-averaged temperature.
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Figure 14. Temporal variation in volume fractions on a logarithmic scale with respect to the tempera-
ture range in the suppression pool for number of heat sources: (a) two (Case G), (b) three (Case H),
and (c) four (Case I) which are separated by 180◦, 120◦, and 90◦ respectively.
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Figure 15. Temperature variation by the end of 3600 s for cases with an aspect ratio of 0.5 (Case J)
and 2.0 (Case K).

Figure 16. Thermocline at diametrically opposed ends of the SCR illustrating the influence of aspect ratio.

Figure 17 shows the time variation in the surface temperature for these three cases
dealing with the effect of the aspect ratio of the pool. Consistent with the above observation
of a stronger thermal stratification effect in a deeper pool, we find that the average surface
temperature is substantially higher in case J than in case K. From the variation in the initial
temperature associated with the thermocline formation, one can infer from Figure 17 that
a stronger circulation is induced in the deeper pool leading to a faster rise in the surface
temperature. However, since the dead pool volume is higher, a lesser fraction of the pool
water participates in heat evacuation leading to substantially higher increases in surface
temperature, and thus eventually to a greater increase in containment pressure.

The maximum average surface temperature for aspect ratios 0.5 and 2.0 is just above
40 ◦C and 36 ◦C, respectively. Although much of the pool is at less than 40 ◦C in both
circumstances, as seen in Figure 18, it is crucial to note that 43% of the water is between
35–40 ◦C and 52% is between 25–35 ◦C in the deeper and narrower pool (lower aspect ratio)
scenario, whereas 81% of the water in the higher-aspect-ratio case is between 25–35 ◦C.
This implies that much of the pool contributes to the heat evacuation process for cases with
a higher aspect ratio. It can also be noted from Figure 19 that the average temperatures for
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a given depth/height are lower by 4–5 ◦C for a high-aspect-ratio case (K) compared with
one with a lower-aspect-ratio case (J).

Figure 17. Temporal variation in pool average temperature and surface average temperature for
various aspect ratios.

Figure 18. Temporal variation in volume fractions on a logarithmic scale with respect to the tempera-
ture range in the suppression pool for aspect ratios of (a) 0.5 (Case J) and (b) 2.0 (Case K).
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Figure 19. Temporal variation in bulk average temperature with respect to the elevation ranges
in the pool for aspect ratios of (a) 0.5 (Case J) and (b) 2.0 (Case K); free surface temperature is
area-averaged temperature.

5. Conclusions

In the present work, the buoyancy-induced circulation consequent to steam conden-
sation in a reduced-scale, toroidal pool of water was studied using computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) simulations with a view to understanding role of important design param-
eters of the suppression pool system. To this end, simulations of thermal stratification have
been conducted using the effective heat source (EHS) approach for low steam flow rates,
assuming the steam entirely condenses instantly in the proximity of the sparger. The EHS
model has been applied by introducing a volumetric heat source equal to the latent heat of
steam condensation for a given flow rate. The development of thermal stratification, its
characteristics and the parametric influence of the pool shape, and the number of steam
injection points have been studied numerically using CFD simulations. The results are
discussed in terms of volume fraction and temperature distribution histograms using the
analogy of residence time distribution (RTD) in a non-ideal chemical reactor. Additionally,
the results have been interpreted in terms of the induced circulation pattern, establishment
of a thermocline, and convective and diffusive dissipation of heat of condensation of steam.
The following conclusions can be drawn from this study:

• The tunnelling effect reported in the literature [34,36,37] encountered during the
development of buoyancy-induced thermal stratification in a toroidal suppression
pool has been delineated.
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• Due to the tunnelling effect, a persistent thermal stratification always develops, result-
ing in a higher surface average temperature than the bulk average temperature.

• The surface temperature is shown to be significantly impacted significantly by the
aspect ratio of the pool and moderately by the number of steam injection points.

• For cases with multiple injections, about 50% of the pool volume is has a <5 ◦C
increase in temperature, compared to 31% of the pool volume in a single-injection case,
indicating a steeper thermal stratification in the case of multiple injections, reflected in
a higher average surface temperature.

• Observations based on the parametric influence of aspect ratio suggest that the baseline
pool temperature rose by a maximum of 10 ◦C for 81% and 52% of the pool volume for
aspect ratios of 2 and 0.5, respectively, demonstrating that a large portion of the pool
participates in the heat evacuation process in cases with a larger aspect ratio.
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